What you get
Upon successful completion of the program, students are eligible to obtain:

FULL CERTIFICATE II

School recognition
Credit/Unit eligibility towards your relevant Senior Secondary Certificate .
Recognition of up to three VCE VET units at Units 1 and 2 level. Check with your
school for more details .

Outdoor Recreation

Workplace recognition
1. Certificate II in Outdoor Recreation (once all units satisfactorily completed)
2. Statement of Attainment
(List of the Units of Competency which have been successfully completed)

SIS20419 OUTDOOR RECREATION - ONE YEAR OF LEARNING

What it is
This program introduces students to a range or outdoor recreation environments
including open water, bushland and mountainous terrains. Students are taught
essential technical and facilitation skills under the direct supervision and guidance
of experienced leaders.
This program’s duration is for one year.

What you learn
You learn from the following subjects (Units of Competency):

Who you learn from
YOUR INDUSTRY EXPERT

Federation University Australia
RTO code 4909

WHERE YOU LEARN

Federation University, SMB
Campus and a variety of other
recreational locations.
WHEN
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Participate in workplace health and safety HLTWHS001
Assist in conducting outdoor recreation sessions SISOFLD001
Minimise environmental impact SISOFLD002
Maintain sport, fitness and recreation industry knowledge SISXIND002
Respond to emergency situations SISXEMR001
Abseil single pitches using fundamental skills SISOABS001
Top rope climb single pitches, artificial surfaces SISOCLM001
Bushwalk in tracked environments SISOBWG001
Surf small waves using basic manoeuvres SISOSRF001
Provide first aid HLTAID011
Ride bicycles on roads and pathways, easy conditions SISOCYT002

Thursday 1.45pm to 5.00pm
Approximately an average of
three full day deliveries per term,
however these will not be evenly
spread & times will vary depending
on activity.

Your possible career/pathway
Students will learn skills to support them to work in outdoor and indoor recreation
environments, adventure learning centres or camps.
The combined skills and knowledge provided by this qualification do include
leadership experience, so further training is recommended.

Learn more
Certificate III in Outdoor Leadership SIS30619
Certificate III in Aquatics and Community Recreation SIS31015
Certificate IV in Outdoor Leadership SIS40621
Diploma of Outdoor Leadership SIS50421
Bachelor of Outdoor and Environmental Education

Employment
Student can seek work for any type of organisation that delivers outdoor
recreation activities including commercial, not-for-profit and government
organisations.
Possible job titles include:
YMCA assistant
Outdoor activity assistant
Pool assistant
Camp/recreation assistant

Subject to going on scope.

Note: Program commencement subject to enrolment numbers. Units of Competency are subject to change. Check with your
school VET Coordinator regarding costs and if this program is suitable for you. This training is delivered with Victorian and
Commonwealth Government funding to eligible individuals. All details are accurate at the time of publication.
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